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Summer 2016
McKee Library Faculty & Staff Newsletter
McKee Minute

UPDATED LIBRARY WEBSITE & SCHEDULING TOOLS

Improved scheduling tools now available using McKee Library’s website

In June, McKee Library launched its new website, which follows the updated university design. The new layout allows users to easily make appointments, reserve a study room, renew materials, and access the resources available in Knowledge Exchange and Research@Southern.

Updated Research Guides
All McKee Library research guides were migrated to a new platform, which allows students to access a subject specific research guide.

Professors can request an assignment specific research guide that would include resources needed based on specific guidelines for a course or research based assignment. To make a request, contact Katie McGrath or Jessica Spears.

Meet with a Research Coach
Students can schedule an appointment to meet with a research coach (librarian) using the “Meet with a Research Coach” tool on the main page.

Library Calendar & Reservations
The new library calendar and reservations system allows students and faculty to easily see the various instruction sessions and workshops held in the library or in campus classrooms. Faculty can now schedule an instruction session in the library or in the course classroom, as well as schedule a Writing Center workshop. To view the calendar or schedule a session, please click on “Library Calendar & Reservations” on the left hand side of the library’s website.

HOW TO IMPROVE STUDENT WRITING
Using Assessing and Improving Student Writing in College to improve student writing in the college classroom

The Bottom Line
Research suggests that, in as many classes as possible, students need to write frequently, receive feedback, and learn metacognition.

In more detail, they need to experience the following…:

- See that writing is important and necessary
- Experience a safe, supportive, yet rigorous environment with instructors who believe in students’ ability to improve as writers
- Read, read, read, and, more broadly, work within an interactive, language-rich environment
- Writing frequently in genres that require higher-order thinking
- Learn to work in multimedia forms and use developing technologies
- Get helpful guidance, feedback, and chances to revise
- Learn mindfulness about their own writing (metacognition) and principles they can apply across contexts

(reprinted from Assessing and Improving Student Writing in College, Barbara E. Walvoord, 2014, pp. 6, 7)

Library News

SmartStart hours, Campus Research Day, Writing Center summer hours, and library faculty member on leave

SmartStart Hours
McKee Library’s hours will be extended beginning on July 25, 2016 to accommodate the needs of SmartStart students.

Sunday:
2 pm - 9 pm

Monday-Thursday:
7:45 am - 9 pm

Friday:
7:45 am - noon

Fall Campus Research Day
The fall semester Campus Research Day will be held on Thursday, December 1, 2016. More information on the event can be found on the library’s website.

For specific questions, please contact Katie McGrath, campus research day chair; at kmcgrath@southern.edu.

Writing Center
The Writing Center will remain open throughout the summer. For appointments, please visit the library’s website. Deyse Bravo-Rivera On Leave

Deyse Bravo-Rivera is out of the office on maternity leave. In her absence, please contact Seth Shaffer at sshaffer@southern.edu regarding periodicals and Jessica Spears at jspears@southern.edu regarding special collections, art displays, and Knowledge Exchange.
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MUST READ BOOKS

The Pleasure of Knowledge

Recommended by
Katie McGrath
Associate Library Director

Rules of Thumb
Tom Parker
AG106.P37 1983

Mr. Wilson’s Cabinet of Wonder
Lawrence Weshcler
AM101.L725 W47 1996

Take the Cannoli: Stories from the New World
Sarah Vowell
AC8.V76 2000

Do Penguins Have Knees? and Other Imponderables
David Feldman
AG195.F44 1991

The Quintessential Quiz Book: Little-Known Oddities of Fact and Fiction
Norman G. Hickman
AG195.H52

Enlightening the World
Philipp Blom
AE25.E6 B58 2005

The Know-It-All: One Man’s Humble Quest to Become the Smartest Person in the World
A.J. Jacobs
AE5.E44 J33 2004

Did You Know? New Insights into a World that is Full of Astonishing Facts and Astounding Stories
Reader’s Digest
AG105.D53 1990

50TH ANNIVERSARY OF MIRANDA RIGHTS

Films available electronically or in the media department

The Supreme Court
KF8742.S856 2007

Due Process: Understanding the U.S. Criminal Justice System Series
Films on Demand

Unprecedented Access Inside an Interrogation Room
Films on Demand

Justice: What’s the Right Thing to Do?
JC578.J88 2009

Other recommendations:
Simple Justice
KF4153.36.S45 2007

Investigative Reports: New York Justice—Public Defenders
Films on Demand

A Class Apart
Films on Demand

William Kunstler: Disturbing the Universe
KF373.K8 W55 2010

Recommended by
Genevieve Cottrell
Cataloger
Eating & Nutrition

**Mother Earth Living**
July/August 2016

Recommended articles:
- “Real Food: Smarter than the Food Label”
- “12 Supposedly Healthy Foods that Really Aren’t Healthy at All”

**Well Being Journal**
July/August 2016

Recommended article:
- “Eat Better, Live Better, Feel Better” by Danenberg

**Runner’s World**
Spring 2016

Recommended article:
- “Still Life with Mass Hysteria: If Consumers Really Understood GMO Technology—and its Potential to Reduce Malnutrition and Pesticide Use Worldwide—Would We Still be so Worked Up?” by Barth

**Eating Well**
May/June 2016

Recommended article:
- “How the Government Decides What You Eat” by Gustin

**Clean Eating**
June 2016

Recommended article:
- “Gorgeous Summer Salads” by Salzman

**Organic Life**
May/June 2016

Recommended article:
- “Love in the time of Peaches” by Masumoto
- “The Heart of Soul Food: A Vegan Chef Serves Up Southern Home Cooking in Afghanistan” by Singleton

Law School Success

Resources available in library databases

**Law & Psychology Review**
Available in PsycINFO

Recommended article: Volume 33
- “Enhancing Law School Success: A Study of Goal Orientations, Academic Achievement and the Declining Self-Efficacy of Our Law Students” by Christensen

**Maryland Law Review**
Available in Academic Search Complete

Recommended article: Volume 70, Issue 3
- “Back to the Future in Law Schools” by Reynolds

**Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies in Education**
Available in Education Research Complete

Recommended article: Volume 2, Issue 1
- “The Value of an Interdisciplinary Education for Prospective Law Students” by Drake

**Capital University Law Review**
Available in Search Everything

Recommended article: Volume 43, Issue 1
- “Answering the Call: Flipping the Classroom to Prepare Practice-Ready Attorneys” by Matamoros

Recommended by
Seth Shaffer
Library Office & Periodicals Manager

Recommended by
Pamela Jansen
Evening Supervisor & Scholarly Communications Specialist
**Technology**

**Platform Revolution**
Geoffrey Parker  
HF5415.1265 .P3674 2016

**The Network Reshapes the Library**
Lorcan Dempsey  
Z674.7 .D46 2014

**The Third Wave**
Steve Case  

**Why We Work**
Barry Schwartz  
HD4905 .S3175 2015

**History, Government, & Politics**

**A Little History of the United States**
James West Davidson  
How did a land of people of such immense diversity come together under a banner of freedom and equality to form one of the most remarkable nations in the world? Everyone from young adults to grandparents will be fascinated by the answers uncovered in James West Davidson’s vividly told *A Little History of the United States*.  
E178 .D243 2015

**Boys Among Men**
Jonathan Abrams  
For better or for worse, the face of the NBA was changed forever but the prep-to-pros generation; now that many of those players are on the brink of retirement, Jonathan Abrams tells the story of their era.  
GV885.514 .A37 2016

**Ain’t I a Woman?**
bell hooks  
E185.86 .H73 2015

**Black Stats**
Monique W. Morris  
E185.86 .M637 2014

**Basketball Anatomy**
Brian J. Cole  
GV885.35 .C6 2016

**Other Recommendations:**

**Beyond Measure**
Margaret Heffernan  
A powerful manifesto for CEOs and employees alike: Influential business leader Margaret Heffernan reveals how organizations can build ideal workplace cultures making deceptively small changes.  
HD58.8 .H435 2015

**Ain’t I a Woman?**
bell hooks  
E185.86 .H73 2015

**And the Good News Is...**
Dana Perino  
CT275 .P5695 A3 2016

**Autism Adulthood**
Susan Senator  
Autism adulthood is challenging, there are many ways to make it manageable and enjoyable.  
RC553 .A88 S46 2016

**Basketball Anatomy**
Brian J. Cole  
GV885.35 .C6 2016

**101 Careers in Counseling**
Shannon Hodges  
101 Careers in Counseling  
BF636.6 .H63 2012

**1621 Thanksgiving**
Catherine O’Neill Grace  
GT4975 .G72 2004

**101 Careers in Counseling**
Shannon Hodges  
E185.86 .M637 2014
**Religion & Philosophy**

**Beyond Fundamentalism**
Reza Aslan
BP182 .A65 2010

**Baptism, Brotherhood and Belief in Reformation Germany**
Kat Hill
BX4933 .G47 B378 2015

**Arts & Humanities**

**Augustine**
Robin Lane Fox
Saint Augustine is one of the most influential figures in all of Christianity, yet his path to sainthood was by no means assured.
BR1720 .A9 L37 2015

**A Little Life**
Hanya Yanagihara
PS3625 .A674 L58 2016

**44 Scotland Street**
Alexander McCall Smith
PR6063 .C326 A613 2005

**Health Science**

**Applied Research in Child and Adolescent Development**
Edited by Valerie Maholmes
Developed for an NIH training institute, this volume is organized around the most frequently asked questions by researchers starting their careers in applied research in child and adolescent development.
BF721 .A693 2010

**Always Hungry?**
David Ludwig
Renowned endocrinologist Dr. David Ludwig explains why traditional diets don’t work, and presents a radical new plan to help you lose weight without hunger, improve your health, and feel great.
RM2222 .L74 2016

**Science & Mathematics**

**The Gene**
Siddhartha Mukherjee
A magnificent history of the gene and a response to the defining question of the future: What becomes of being human when we learn to “read” and “write” our own genetic information.
RB155 .M85 2016

**Nerds**
David Anderegg
In Nerds, Anderegg examines why science and engineering have become socially poisonous disciplines, why adults wink at the derision of “nerdy” kids, and what the cost of this rising tide of anti-intellectualism is to both our children and our nation.
LC3993.9 .A55 2011

**Coffee**
Robert W. Thurston
HD9199 .A2 C59 2013

**The Mathematics of Love**
Hannah Fry
BD436 .F79 2015

**The Math Myth**
Andrew Hacker
QA11.2 .H35 2016

**Math Bytes**
Timothy P. Chartier
QA93 .C47 2014
Spotlight: Counseling

Counseling and Psychotherapy: A Christian Perspective
Siang-Yan Tan
BR115.C69736 2011

Hold Fast to Dreams
Beth Zasloff and Joshua Steckel
LB1027.5.Z38 2014

The Quick-Reference Guide to Sexuality & Relationship Counseling
Timothy E. Clinton
BT708.C64 2010

Working with Veterans [DVD]
Directed by Jon Carlson
RC451.5.A73 W67 2008

The Church Leader’s Counseling Resource Book
Cynthia Franklin
e-book

101 Careers in Counseling
Shannon Hodges
BF636.6.H63 2012

The Professional Counselor’s Desk Reference
Irmo Marini
BF636.6.M37 2009 Reference

Helping the Struggling Adolescent
Les Parrott III
HV1431.P37 2000

Suggested Databases
Psychotherapy.net
Streaming video resources covering the fundamentals of psychotherapy, counseling, and addiction treatment.

PsycARTICLES
The database contains more than 150,000 articles from 70 journals - 50 published by the APA and its imprint, the Educational Publishing Foundation (EPF) - and 13 from allied organizations. It includes all journal articles, book reviews, letters to the editor, and errata from each journal.

Periodicals Recommendations

Counseling Today
Counseling and Clinical Psychology Journal

On Display
Art & displays in the library

Wood Carvings
Works by Len Raney
Library’s second floor
March 21 - September 15, 2016

From the Vault
Commemorative Plates from the Confederacy Collection
Library’s main floor
January - August 14, 2016

Photographs
Works by Seth Shaffer
Library’s main floor
June 6 - September 15, 2016

Special Collections Display
Selected items from the Duane & Eunice Bietz Collection & Thomas Memorial Collection
Library’s main floor
April 18 - August 15, 2016

Research@Southern
Articles available in the library’s research blog, Research@Southern

“Leap” Spells Success for Southern Adventist University Students
Published May 4, 2016

Oral History: A Voice “Heard” Around the World
Published April 20, 2016

Calendar of Events

July 25: SmartStart hours begin
July 28: Library Workshop: 12 pm Research Essentials
Aug 4: Library Workshop: 12 pm Excel Essentials I
Aug 21: Library open noon - 5 pm Organizational Showcase
Aug 22: Regular hours resume

KnowledgeExchange
Institutional repository statistics

Full-text downloads by month
April 2016 - 6,980
March 2016 - 7,069

Downloads in the past year
66,526 as of July 5, 2016
Full-Text downloads to-date
164,573 as of July 5, 2016

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Tumblr, & Instagram